Settlement Consultation Services

Let ISO Claims Partners guide you to
compliant, cost-effective settlements
We’ve got the answers to your compliance questions
ISO Claims Partners is here to support you throughout
the claim settlement process. Our talented team of
Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) thought leaders,
including more than 20 lawyers, is committed to helping
you solve Medicare compliance challenges. We’re
dedicated to providing you with exemplary professional
services, data-driven claim-handling advice, and a
level of accessibility and customer focus on which you
can count.

We view your
Medicare compliance
like paying taxes—
you must comply, but
our expertise can help
you avoid unintended
errors and costs.

TAX

Efficiently address all MSP issues in your
settlement agreement
Complete MSP compliance requires not only taking
appropriate steps to protect Medicare’s interests but
also evidencing correct protocols during settlement.
Settlement consultation can help when a case doesn’t
fall under normal workers’ compensation Class I or
Class II submission thresholds of the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) or deals with
liability/no-fault auto.
Our services can assist in outlining conditional payment
identification, setting up settlement fund retention, and
coordinating repayment to Medicare. Furthermore,
regional settlement practices don’t always satisfy
Medicare’s demands and, consequently, can leave the
third-party administrator, insurer, carrier, and/or employer
exposed. Settlement consultation can assist you in
avoiding the pitfalls that create MSP exposure.
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Our MSP advisors analyze the claim, outline key strategic
objectives, and execute a workable action plan to ensure
compliance every step of the way. We provide:
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• discussion and correspondence with the opposing
counsel, if appropriate
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• strategic planning with the client by phone or in person
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• review and development of MSP-compliant settlement
language

Find the way to cost-effective compliance
ISO Claims Partners is uniquely positioned to help you
achieve compliance and cost savings. With the largest
legal and medical team in the nation devoted exclusively
to MSP compliance, we can help you address all MSP
issues in your settlement agreement.

ISO Claims Partners

is uniquely positioned to help you achieve
compliance and cost savings with our
legal, medical, and technology expertise.

INSIGHTS
	Data from more than 1 billion industrywide claims

Our services are here to help you develop case-specific
strategies and solutions to minimize risk and liability.
They include:

	The largest number of successful Medicare submissions

• strategic planning for MSP compliance contingencies

	Industry-leading OCR and text-mining capabilities

• MSP risk mitigation strategies

in the industry
	Market-leading predictive analytics tools supporting
enhanced triaging and resolution

ADVOCACY

• settlement language assessment and assistance
• assistance with mediations and mass tort cases

	The industry’s largest and most experienced team
of legal and medical MSP compliance experts
	Customized, flexible solutions based on your
risk management strategy

Receive specialized attention

	On-site file consultation and pickup

ISO Claims Partners is a firm believer that no two claims
are the same—and no two clients are either. We provide
you with customized solutions to meet your needs, your
claim platform, and your risk tolerance level.

RESULTS
	Improved claims outcomes and loss ratios
Expedited settlements
Mitigated risk and settlement consistency

Get your complimentary consultation
To learn more about our settlement consultation services, please contact:

ISO Claims Partners

1-866-630-2772

CPinfo@verisk.com
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